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ABSTRACT: Formal concept analysis is an effective tools for knowledge discovery, information retrieval, machine learning,
software engineering, etc.., The attribute reduction of concept lattices can reduce the complexity of concept lattices. Concept
lattice is the central notion of a formal concept analysis, a new area of research which is based on a set-theoretical model of
concepts and conceptual hierarchies. This model yields not only a new approach to data analysis, but also methods for
formal representation of conceptual knowledge. Several algorithms were proposed for the attribute reduction of concept
lattices, such as the discernibility attribute matrix method, requiring all the formal concepts in concept lattices to be solved,
which is also a difficult job. This paper proposes a fast algorithm to work out reduction attribute directly on object set, which
reduces the complexity and the calculation of concept lattice structuring.
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1. Introduction

Formal concept analysis, which has been developed during the last ten years and shall be explained in this paper, is supposed
to achieve the aims as they are formulated in the German standards on concepts and conceptual systems; these standards are
seen as a general aid in the sciences, economy and administration for a better understanding and use of “conceptual tools.” The
standards are based on the philosophical understanding of a concept as a unit of thoughts consisting of two parts: the
extension and the intension (comprehension); the extension covers all objects (or entities) belonging to the concept while the
intension comprises all attributes (or properties) valid for all those objects [1-3]. A set-theoretic model for these relationships is
the root of formal concept analysis. This model yields not only a new approach to data analysis, but also methods for formal
representation of conceptual knowledge. The research on concept lattice is mostly focused on the theory and methods of
solution, establishment, decomposition and composition. For a deeper understanding of the structure of concept lattices,
researchers begin to study on reduction theory and method [4-5].

Reduction of concept lattices provides a means to research concept lattice by defining reductiveness and reductible object.
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Reduction of a concept lattice also makes tacit knowledge easily to be discovered and expressed, representing a new method to
establish a concept lattice, enriching the theory of the concept lattice, which is significant to both research and application of
the theory [6-7]. The methodology of attribute reduction is to find a minimum attribute subset that can exactly define the concept
and structure of the original formal context. The concept lattice of formal context of reduced subset is isomorphic with that of the
original, hence the reduced concept lattice can be used to work out the original lattice, which actually reduces the complexity of
a concept lattice of original formal context. Presently discerned attribute matrix is adopted to solve the reduced attribute set [8],
as the solution to discerned matrix must be based on all the concepts, its time complexity is pretty great. This paper, by looking
into reduced collective attributes characters, provides a reduced set solution based directly on the original formal context [9-10].
This proposed algorithm is highly efficient, with time complexity 0(mn), where m represents the number of attributes, n represents
the number of objects.

2. Definitions and Properties of Concept Lattice and Its Attribute Reduction

Concept analysis permits grouping objects that have common attributes. The starting point of concept analysis is a context (O,
A, R), consisting of a set of objects O, a set of attributes A, and a binary relation R between objects and attributes, stating which
attributes are possessed by each object [11-12]. A concept is a maximal collection of objects that possess common attributes, i.e.,
it is a grouping of all the objects that share a common set of attributes. More formally, a concept is a pair of sets (X, Y), X is said
to be the extent of the concept and Y is said to be the intent (See figure 1).

Figure 1. Concept analysis permits

In the remainder of the paper, concept analysis will be instantiated as follows: Objects are program variables, while attributes are
program statements. The binary relation between objects and attributes contains a pair (variable, statement) if statement
belongs to the decomposition slice of a variable. The resulting concepts contain sets of variables (extent) which share some
computation (statements in the intent). Both sets are maximal: If a variable has all the statements with the intent of a concept in
its decomposition slice, then it is assured that such a variable is in the extent of that concept [13-14]. Conversely, if a statement
belongs to all the decomposition slices of the variables in a concept extent, it must necessarily be included in the concept intent
(See figure 2).

All definitions of concept in formal concept analysis are based on a formal context.

Definition 1 We define (U,A,I) as a formal context, of which U={x1,...,xn} is the object set, every xi (i ≤≤≤≤≤ n) in this set is called an
object; A= {a1,...,am } is the attribute set, every aj (j ≤≤≤≤≤ m) in this set is called an attribute; I is the binary relation between U and
A, I ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆ U×A. If (x,a) ∈ I is true, then we define a as an attribute of x, expressed as xIa.

Definition 2 Assume (U,A,I) is a formal context, if there is a binary set (X,B) meets X*= B, and B*=X, then we define (X,B) a
formal concept, or “concept” for short. X is called the extension of the concept, and B is called the intension of the concept.
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Figure 2. Typical concept lattice

Theorem 1 There is at least, but not limited to, one reduction for any formal context (U,A,I)’

Theorem 2 For formal context (U,A,I), if D ⊂ ⊂ ⊂ ⊂ ⊂ A, D ≠ φ, E=A-D; then “D is a consistent set” ⇔ ∀e ∈ E, ∃∃∃∃∃C⊆⊆⊆⊆⊆D, C ≠ φ such that
C*=e*.

Theorem 3 For formal context (U,A,I), if  ∀a ∈ A, expressed as Ga={g|g ∈ A,g*⊃⊃⊃⊃⊃a*}. Then the following conclusions are true:
“a” is a core attribute ⇔ (a**-{a})*≠a* . “a” is an absolutely dispensable attribute ⇔ (a**-{a})*=a*, and Ga*=a* . “a” is a
relatively required attribute ⇔ (a**-{a})*=a*, and Ga*≠a* (See figure 3).

Figure 3. The example for concept lattice. Context and concepts are shown on the left

3. Structure of the Reduced Set

Definition 3  For B⊂⊂⊂⊂⊂A, x ∈ U, if x contains every attributes in attribute set B, we say x contains attribute B, expressed as xIB.
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Definition 4  For formal context (U,A,I), let a,b ∈ U, if a*=b*, then we call a, b equivalent to each other.

Theorem 4  For formal context (U,A,I) ,if a,b ∈ A, and a*=b*, then the following conclusions are true: For x ∈ U, xIa⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒xIb,
xI{a,b}.(a**-{a})*= (a**-{b})* = (b**-{b})* =(b**-{a})*.

Theorem 5  For formal context (U,A,I), if exists a,b∈A, makes a*=b*, then the following conclusions are true: If a is relatively
required attribute, b is also relatively required.If a is absolutely dispensable, the same is b.

Theorem 6  For formal context (U,A,I), if a,b∈A, a is a relatively required attribute and a*=b*, then a,b cannot be contained in
the same reduced set.

Theorem 7  For formal context (U,A,I),D is the equivalent set of its relatively required attributes and D ≠ φ. If B is a reduced set
of A, ∀[a]∈D,B∩∩∩∩∩[a]≠ φ.

Theorem 8   For formal context (U,A,I), D={[a1], [a2],…, [at]} is its equivalent set of relatively required attributes and D ≠ φ. If
K is the core set of A,∀ai′∈[ai], i=1,2,…,t, we have K∪∪∪∪∪{a1′,a2′,…,at′} is a reduced set of A and all the other reduced set can be
expressed in the same form (See figure 4).

Figure 4. The comparison between structure of the reduced set before and after

4. Discrimination Theorem and Solution for Attribute Charaters

4.1 Discrimination Theorem for Attribute Characters
Now we present the discrimination theorem of attribute character.

Theorem 9 For formal context(U,A,I), a⊆⊆⊆⊆⊆A, if a**-{a}≠φ, and a**-{a}=Ga∪∪∪∪∪Ea, among which Ga={g|g∈A,g*⊃⊃⊃⊃⊃a*}, then Ea is the
attribute set of all equivalents of a.

Theorem 10  (Discrimination for absolutely required attributes) For formal context (U,A,I), a⊆⊆⊆⊆⊆A, a is absolutely required
attribute ⇔a**={a}or ∃∃∃∃∃u⊆⊆⊆⊆⊆U, u is free of a, uI(a**-{a}).

Theorem 11  (Discrimination for relatively required and absolutely dispensable) For formal context (U,A,I), a⊆⊆⊆⊆⊆A, (a**-{a})*=a*.If
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Ga≠φ, then a is relatively required. If Ga≠φ, and ∃∃∃∃∃u∈U, u does not contain a, and uIGa, then a is relatively required, or else a is
absolutely dispensable.

4.2 Solution to Attribute Characters in Object Set
Hereinafter presents the detailed method to solve core attribute, relatively required attribute and absolutely dispensable attribute,
as well as the verification of the method [15-18]. The philosophy of this method is using n-tuple vector to represent the objects
in the set of formal context (U,A,I). If A={a1,a2,…,am}, |U|=n, ∀ ui⊆⊆⊆⊆⊆U, ui=(ui1,ui2,…,uim), of which uij=1 ⇔ uiIaj, or else uij=0.
We use “attribute(a)” to represent the set of all attributes contained in u.

The following is algorithm description in C++ syntax.

Algorithm
Check(U,aj,&M)

Function: categorize aj by core attribute, relatively required attribute, or absolutely dispensable attribute, and use M to represent
the equivalent attribute set to aj.

Input: Object set U, attribute aj, aj equivalent attribute set.

Output: If aj is a core attribute, then returns 0; or else aj is relatively required, returns 1; or else aj is absolutely dispensable
returns 2.
{
e=(1,1,1,…,1)
 for(i=1; i<=n; i++)
{   fetch ui from U;
     if(uij==1)e=e&ui;
 }  //herein attribute(e)==aj

**.
 if(attribute(e)=={aj}) return(0); //herein(aj

**={aj}
 else
 {   assign the No.j component of e to zero;
//the nonzero components in e represent attribute set aj

**-{aj}
     t=(0,0,…,0); flag=0;
     for(i=1; i<=n; i++)
     {   fetch ui from U;
         if(uij==0)  //check the object without attribute aj
         {   if(e == e&ui)return(0); //herein uiI (aj

**-{aj})
             else if( t != (e&ui)|t )
                 {  t=(e&ui)|t;
       if(t==t&ui) flag=1; else  flag=0;
                 }
                 else  if(t==t&ui) flag=1;
        }
    }
        M= attribute(e^t);   //M is the set of all attributes equivalent to aj
        if(flag==1) return(1);
        else  return(2)
}
}

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we firstly discuss the characters of equivalent attributes and conclude that an equivalent to relatively require
attribute is also a relatively required attribute (RRA); therefore the RRAs of a formal context can be divided into different
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equivalent groups. Then we discuss the relations between RRAs and reduced set, and we conclude that two equivalent RRA
cannot sit in the same reduced set, if a formal context has at least one RRA, then each of the intersections of attribute reduced
set with every RRA equivalent set is not null, that is Theorem 8, which describes the component and structure of a reduced set.
Finally, we present the theorem and an algorithm on attribute discrimination by object set, tell how to know the type of an
attribute and work out the equivalent set of RRA and absolutely dispensable attribute so to work out the reduced set of all the
attributes. For future study, we can research on the quick solution to solve reduced concept lattice by reduced sets, and acquire
the original concept lattice from an isomorphic reduced concept lattice.
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